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I. The trigger time for the Disable Timer referenced in section 2.5 will be 90 days.  That is,

when a monthly payment is received, a software module or password will be sent to the

Licensee allowing the program to function for 90 more days from the start of the new

month.

II The source code will be escrowed by a third party.  This third party will also have access

to a master password or software module, such that in the event that Carousel Software

LLC ceases to exist, he can disable the Disable Timer, and allow the software to run

forever.  He can at that time also deliver the source code to any existing clients.  If

Carousel Software LLC does still exist, even if one of the parties departs, then this escrow

provision will not be triggered.

At this time, there are two third party people:  

Ken Leonard, a resident of Otis Orchards.

Barry Dallenbach, a resident of Athol Idaho.

III Permissions.  The Client needs to recognize that computer systems are very complex,

and when a particular computer already has a series of applications installed in it, that

installing yet another application could make an earlier one break.  The installation of the

Carousel Software CarouselCars system is done by scripts produced by Microsoft

software tools, and these scripts will install DLLs and other modules also produced by

Microsoft.  Because of a phenomena known in the industry as “DLL Hell”, sometimes the

replacement of an old DLL by a newer one, both generated by Microsoft, will make the

old application break.  Carousel Software cannot be held responsible for such events. 

Carousel Software will attempt to make things work again, but sometimes the interactions

between disparate applications never becomes apparent.

IV Collections.  Since our prices are based on the number of cars sold in a month, and since

it appears that all this data is not reconciled till beyond the end of the month, we will ask

you to run the Monthly Invoice program on or about the 15th of the subsequent month. 

When payment is made by you and received by us, then the new code number to bump

the Disable Timer will be emailed or phoned.

V. Updates.  It is essential that all clients use the same version of the software.  So as

updates occur to the software, the client agrees to let Carousel Software update his

system, and possibly, his database.  This is especially crucial when government

requirements change.


